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Marianne Moore's poem "Sunfish" is a complex and rewarding work that
explores the themes of nature, beauty, and art. This close reading will
provide an in-depth analysis of the poem's language, imagery, and
structure, revealing its many layers of meaning.

Language

Moore's use of language in "Sunfish" is precise and evocative. She
employs a variety of literary devices, including metaphor, simile, and
personification, to create a vivid and memorable image of the sunfish. For
example, she compares the sunfish to a "flying saucer" and a "dirigible,"
suggesting its otherworldly appearance. She also personifies the sunfish,
giving it human qualities such as "eyes" and a "mind."

Moore's use of language is also characterized by its musicality. She uses
alliteration and assonance to create a pleasing sound effect. For example,
the line "The low sky seeps with rain" creates a sense of movement and
fluidity.

Imagery

The imagery in "Sunfish" is striking and evocative. Moore uses a variety of
images to create a vivid picture of the sunfish and its surroundings. For
example, she describes the sunfish's "iridescent" scales and its "great eye"
that "revolves." She also uses images of nature, such as the "low sky" and
the "rain," to create a sense of atmosphere and mood.

Moore's use of imagery is also characterized by its originality. She avoids
using clichéd or overused images, and instead creates her own unique and
memorable images. For example, she compares the sunfish to a "tripod"
and a "pedestal," suggesting its unusual shape and form.



Structure

The structure of "Sunfish" is carefully crafted and deliberate. The poem is
divided into three stanzas, each of which focuses on a different aspect of
the sunfish. The first stanza describes the sunfish's physical appearance,
the second stanza describes its behavior, and the third stanza reflects on
the sunfish's significance.

The poem's structure also creates a sense of movement and progression.
The first stanza is relatively static, as the speaker simply observes the
sunfish. The second stanza is more dynamic, as the speaker describes the
sunfish's movements and behavior. The third stanza is more reflective, as
the speaker considers the sunfish's place in the world.

Themes

The poem "Sunfish" explores a variety of themes, including nature, beauty,
and art. Moore uses the sunfish as a symbol of the natural world, and she
celebrates its beauty and uniqueness. She also suggests that the sunfish is
a work of art, and she encourages the reader to appreciate its aesthetic
value.

Moore's poem also explores the relationship between humans and nature.
She suggests that humans can learn from the sunfish's example of
resilience and adaptability. She also suggests that humans have a
responsibility to protect the natural world, and she encourages the reader
to take action to preserve its beauty.

Marianne Moore's poem "Sunfish" is a complex and rewarding work that
explores the themes of nature, beauty, and art. This close reading has
provided an in-depth analysis of the poem's language, imagery, and



structure, revealing its many layers of meaning. "Sunfish" is a poem that is
both beautiful and thought-provoking, and it deserves to be ranked among
Moore's finest works.
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